Japan Brand Program

Japanese Lighting Design

Schedule: October 19-26, 2017  Site: Azerbaijan, Oman

■ Dispatched Expert

Daisuke Yano
CEO, Tokyo Lighting Design LLC /Lighting Designer

Mr. Yano is active in the wide range of fields, such as architectural panel and luminaire, event lighting and installation. He has been producing lighting performances using real space as his stage by utilizing projection and real time programming techniques. Yano launched lighting sculpture, "NightWave," using sea shore as drawing canvas, and it visualizes natural phenomenon "ocean wave" as single stroke light line, which appears together with the sound of breaking wave.

■ Review of Activities

● Azerbaijan

Lecture and workshop at Artist Painter Academy
Lecture and workshop at Yarat Culture Center
Exhibition at University of Architecture and Construction

● Oman

Lecture and workshop at Scientific College Design
Meeting with Supreme Committee for Celebration
Lecture and reception at Ambassador’s residence

■ Achievements

Daisuke Yano visited Azerbaijan and Oman to present lectures and hold workshops about Japanese light designing technology. At the lecture, Yano not only introduced his design works but also explained about universally recognizable characteristics of light, the uniqueness of Japanese way of light sensing, and the latest Japanese lighting technology. In the workshop, the audience observed Japanese-style lighting using lantern made with Japanese traditional style Washi paper and candle. Yano also held panel exhibition of his art works. During the visit, he exchanged opinions with architects, national and local government officials, experts associated with lighting business, and discussed possible future collaborations with them. The local media covered his visit, and newspapers as well as internet media carried his news.